EXAM and ASSESSMENT QUIZ SUBMISSION CRITERIA

- Half-day course question pool requires 30 questions
- One-day question pool requires 40 questions
- Two-day question pool requires 60 questions
- Webinar question pool require 20 questions

- Exams must all be multiple choice
- Exams can have up to 5 answers (a-e)
- Exams can contain true/false questions (a and b)
- Please indicate "groups" of questions e.g. "Fair Use," etc. so staff can ensure that the questions chosen for each exam instance cover all areas.

Name of Workshop/Webinar: _______________________

Exam Questions and Answers (please highlight and/or bold correct answer)

Question 1
Answer a
Answer b
Answer c
Answer d

Question 2
Answer a
Answer b
Answer c
Answer d

Question 3
Answer a
Answer b
Answer c
Answer d

Question 4
Answer a
Answer b
Answer c
Answer d

Question 5
Answer a
Answer b
Answer c
Answer d

ETC.